SCHOOL TRANSPORT SCHEDULING
COMPLETE MANAGED SERVICE

As a technology supplier to local and
combined authorities, we know that
many organisations struggle to manage
scheduling of school transport. This is not
surprising: it’s a huge, all-encompassing
task that occurs just once a year.
Any issues in this area can have a huge
impact on your organisation in terms
of additional cost (contractors), poorly
optimised schedules, poor service to
parents and guardians – not to mention the
impact on poor local authority staff.
What if there was a better way?
As a provider of technology that
streamlines this process; Trapeze has both
the tools and internal expertise to support
organisations with their school scheduling
requirements. We can take away the bulk
of your scheduling tasks and return with
clearly optimised schedules, leaving your
internal experts to focus their time on the
complex routes that really demand their
attention.
The process is quick, simple and entirely
painless.

Benefits
• Expertly optimised schedules reduce
the cost of school transport provision
• Minimise taxi costs
• Reduce reliance on temporary staff for
data processing and admin
• Improve level of service to parents and
guardians
• Retain control over school scheduling
while outsourcing bulk of
legwork
• Enable your internal scheduling experts
to prioritise time for complex scheduling
tasks

“Take control of school transport scheduling
- and take away the pain. A managed service
through Trapeze enables you to embrace the
benefits of the most advanced technology on
the market - without the risk or staffing cost.”
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SCHOOL TRANSPORT SCHEDULING: WITHOUT THE PAIN
Why a Managed Solution?
•

•

•

•

Trapeze has the tools and
experience to carry out the
bulk of this work for you
Automated tools run
complex experimentation
with different parameters to
identify the most optimal
schedule. This work would
never be possible manually,
or with less advanced
technology
The bulk of work (most
mainstream pupils and
around 80% of SEN pupils)
can be automatically
scheduled without any local
knowledge
You focus available
scheduling expertise on
those pupils that really
require manual scheduling

The Pain-Free Managed Timeline

1st March: Service Start

6-16 March: Data Preparation

14 April-3 Ma7: Data Validation

31 May-9 June: Schedule Validation

22 June: Schedules Complete

TRAPEZE GROUP: Here for the journey
Trapeze Group supplies reliable, scalable and innovative solutions for the rail and road transport sector. Hundreds of private and public
organisations in Europe, North America and Asia-Pacific have selected software solutions from the Trapeze Group in order to improve and broaden
the efficiency, quality and scope of their transport solutions, thus enabling them to provide their customers with even more services in a more
reliable and cost-effective manner.
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